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Comprehensive, feature-focused documentation attempting to cover EVERYTHING resulted in a lot of great content, but we heard you when you said...

- ...we have to spend a lot of time googling to understand how to use features
- ...it’s hard to find the procedure we’re looking for
- ...too often, we have to reference multiple manuals to get something done

YOU SPOKE, WE LISTENED
NEW STRATEGY

Document tasks
Identify the tasks/user stories you need and provide one validated method for each

Provide the right amount of support
Support tasks with the concepts and reference material you need to succeed

Improve findability
Provide concise, specific, and searchable titles — organized by life cycle
# NEW ORGANIZATION
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**Configuring and maintaining**

- **Configuring basic system settings**
  A guide to configuring basic system settings on Red Hat Enterprise Linux 8

- **Configuring and deploying different types of servers**
  A guide to configuring and deploying different types of servers on Red Hat Enterprise Linux 8

- **Managing, monitoring and updating the kernel**
  A guide to managing the Linux kernel on Red Hat Enterprise Linux 8
Leaner, Searchable, Task-Focused Content

Red Hat® Enterprise Linux 7®
Installation Guide

- Single location for all install information
- All levels of experience in one manual
- Multiple methods of installation
- Monolithic 501 pages

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 8
Performing a standard installation

- Instructions tailored for experience level
- Standard instructions only 123 pages
- Single validated method per task
- Prerequisites clearly defined
- Additional resources provided as needed
- Titles carefully crafted for discoverability
PROVIDE FEEDBACK, DIRECTLY

Direct Documentation Feedback features now available on multi-page view of RHEL 8 docs

- Highlight and click **Add Feedback**
- Click **Feedback** to see other comments
- Highlight sections with existing comments

Feedback instantly creates a BZ for Platform Docs team.

*Let’s take a look!*
WHERE ARE WE GOING NEXT?

Focus on the content you need to get things done

- Add content according to YOUR requests... so reach out!
  - Direct Documentation Feedback
  - ccs@redhat.com
  - Technical Account Manager (TAM)
  - Support call/case
  - ...and RHEL Community of Practice (Coming Soon!)

- How to use new & existing features to best advantage
THANK YOU
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